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Abstract—Most of the Indians rely on agriculture as their 

occupation. A farmer needs to know, the productivity of the 

field. The agricultural field can be more effective, if and only if 

the plants are less diseased. In this paper, we detect diseased 

plants through their leaves. A deep learning algorithm CNN is 

applied, to solve this problem. It's a very beneficial solution for 

farmers as it automates the detection of diseased and not 

diseased plants. The images of leaves of the plants are captured 

through the Raspberry Pi camera. Various features are 

automatically extracted, through CNN and finally, the images 

are classified into various classes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 Internet of Things (IoT) is defined as the connection 
of various physical or virtual devices through the internet. It 
makes the devices smarter due to dynamic, auto-configuring, 
and communicating features [1]. 

IoT devices like smart cars, smart lights, smartwatches 
consist of various building blocks that include sensors, 
actuators, storage, and processing units. IoT devices can be 
connecting other nodes up to 30 billion by 2025. It is a 
crucial technology providing various applications such as 
smart home automation, smart cities, smart agriculture, smart 
wearable technology, smart retailing, etc.  

Smart Agriculture helps the farmer in means of plant 
disease detection, smart irrigation, bird or animal alert if 
entered field. Smart Agriculture ensures these valuable 
activities with help of sensors. Some of the sensors are 
DHT11, soil moisture sensor, passive infrared sensor (PIR) 
[2]. 

 Raspberry Pi is an IOT device and it resembles the size 
of a credit card. It is a processing unit that has a CPU, GPU, 
ethernet, USB's, audio, video jack, interfaces, and camera, 
etc. It can be fully replaced by a computer. Its GPIO pins 
connect various interfaces or devices. Apart from Raspberry 
Pi being an IOT device other devices include Arduino board, 
beagle bone, etc. Raspbian is the operating system used for 
user interaction which is installed of mounted SD card on the 
SD slot of Raspberry PI.    

Machine Learning aids to automation and minimum 
human involvement. ML algorithms can be composed of 
supervised learning, unsupervised, and reinforcement 
learning [3].  

ML algorithm learns through continuous experience and 
results in higher performance on the task as the experience 

increases. Supervised learning helps to classify the items or 
objects backing along with labels, whereas unsupervised 
learning doesn't have labels for automation. Unsupervised 
learning figures out the conceal patterns to classify.  
Reinforcement learning improves the goals of the 
environment through continuous feedback of agents. The 
goal of the environment is an optimum solution for a specific 
problem. 

Deep learning is a part of ML and uses the concept of 
artificial neural networks. Extraction of the features in an 
image is directly obtained through deep learning. DL just 
mimics the human brain with neurons taking the inputs and 
weights along with activation function to generate the result. 
The error can be reduced through adjusting weights and 
learning better for effective performance. DL is mostly 
applied in image processing, natural language processing, 
computer vision because of its amazing characteristics. 

 The popular deep learning model is CNN, which is a 
multi-layer feed-forward neural network especially used for 
computer vision applications. CNN is majorly applied to 
images as it obtains features without the need for feature 
extraction technique being done explicitly.   

 

 

Fig:CNN details. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In this paper [4] detection and categorization of plant 

leaf diseases using Neural Network, have proposed the 

classification of illness of plants through Neural Network. 

The step-wise approach includes the image of the leaves 
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preprocessing, segmentation through the K-means 

algorithm. Feature extraction and classification. 

Automatic leaf disease detection and analysis proposed a 

system by the author [5] which aims at segregating 

cucumber leaves into diseased and non-diseased. The 

system trained almost 800 leaves of cucumber using the 

CNN algorithm and obtained an accuracy of 95%.  

 

DL is an emerging technique for classification in recent 

years, especially CNN has proved greater results in image 

classification. The author [6] proposed an approach to train 

54,306 images of 14 varied species and classified them into 

26 diseases. 

 

Rice crop disease detection using image processing is a 

review provided in [7]. The paper specifies the analysis of 

the detection of disease in the past 10 years as rice is a 

staple food of India. The operation carried out involves 

image acquisition, image preprocessing, segmentation, 

feature extraction, and classification. Classification of rice 

or paddy leaves is done by comparing various algorithms 

like SVM, PNN, CNN. 

 

The system captures images paddy diseased images and 

does the pre-processing. Image preprocessing consists of 

various range of techniques such as HSV color extraction, 

Gaussian Filtering, Weiner filtering. The most efficient 

technique is Gaussian filtering for preprocessing an image. 

 

Image segmentation through k-means results in a region 

of interest, features are extracted from ROI such as texture, 

color, edge, etc. Apart from K-means, other techniques 

include Fuzzy C mean Clustering and color image 

thresholding, but K-means has the highest accuracy when 

compared to others.   

 

Features are selected and classifiers such as ANN/ SVM/ 

PNN are applied to identify the diseased paddy plant. 

Features extracted may belong to texture, color, shape, edge. 

The texture may be known through random intervals and its 

most important feature, in applications like medical 

imaging. Color feature analysis can be addressed by color 

space such as RGB, HIS, and CIE, etc. Other feature 

descriptors are used image dimension and edge detection.  

 

Support Vector Machine is a classifier that segregates 

the class boundaries with a hyperplane. SVM is a solution 

for separating both linear as well as non-linear data and also 

is a non-probabilistic classifier. Non-linear data makes use 

of the kernel function to build up a boundary between two 

or more classes. 

 

Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN)is also a classifier 

for multi-class separation. It consists of input, pattern, 

summation, and output layer. It is based on the Bayesian 

technique to classify the data into multiple groups or classes.  

 

Analysis of paddy leaves through color analysis is 

performed in this paper [8]. The image segmentation is done 

and outliers are unfolded. The clustering algorithm K-means 

is applied to know the leaf disease or not- diseased. 

 

Smart farming pays a huge tension-free life for farmers 

says an author in his paper [2]. The important privileges 

provided by smart farming are management of water in the 

crop field, crop monitoring through image capturing, 

managing the moisture of the soil, animal scaring, etc.  

 

Smart Agriculture automates the task of the farmer, 

instead of manual work which takes an ample amount of 

time. The author in [10] proposed a system for water 

management in the field which is based on soil moisture. 

III. PROPOSED WORK. 

  Images of the plant leaves are captured and the images 

obtained are pre-processed. The pre-processing steps 

include resizing the image to 128*128 pixels. The crucial 

step lies to extract the features. Instead of manually 

extracting the features of the images, we rely on CNN. CNN 

extracts the feature directly. Therefore, the steps which 

include feature extraction and feature selection can be 

automatically carried out by CNN. Further selected feature 

is used for classification.

 
 

Fig: The methodologyof proposed system. 

 
 The dataset selected for the classification of diseases in 
plant leaves is the "Plant Diseases Dataset". The dataset 
consists of 38 plant disease classes. The variety of plant 
disease classes are namely apple, apple black, apple cedar, 
apple healthy, blueberry, cherry, corn, grape, grape healthy, 
peach bacterial, peach healthy, peeper, potato, raspberry, 
soybean, squash, strawberry, tomato bacterial, etc. 
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Fig: The images in dataset 

IV. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

 

 
 

Fig: Complete training and validation accuracy. 
 

 The above figure explains the results which were 
obtained through running the CNN algorithm on various 
plant leaf images. The training dataset contained 12,634 
images of plant leaves. The validation dataset consisted of 
about 3,138 images. With 16 epochs, we received a training 
accuracy of 90.6%. The test images tested were 5250, the 
accuracy obtained was 90% for classifying the images into 
the correct dataset. 

 

Fig: Test for the images. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The system results in classifying the leaves of the plants into 

38 categories. The classification makes things, easier for the 

farmer as the manual task is reduced and also the quality of 

the plant is increased. The images are pre-processed, and the 

feature extraction part is left as it's automatically being 

taken care of, by CNN as other algorithms such as SVM, 

PNN requires image segmentation and feature extraction 

process. Hence, the system helps out to improve the quality 

of crops produced by the farmer. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE. 

We look forward to improve, our system not only for 

classification but also for the exact localization of plant 

disease. Thus, localization will be useful in the pest spraying 

system and fertilizer usage system. 
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